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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an associative algebra over a field k, and 
let A #0 H be a crossed product (see Section 2 for the definition). If U is 
a Hopf subalgebra of the dual Hopf algebra Ho, then we can form in a 
natural way the smash product algebras (A #, H) # U and H # U. The 
duality theorems that we are interested in are algebra isomorphisms of the 
type 
(A #, H) # UrAO(H # U). 
Several variations have appeared recently, see [l-5, 8, 101. Among the best 
are [2, 2.1; 3,2.2], but the former is restricted to the case of a trivial 
cocycle 0 and the latter to the case of finite-dimensional H. The main 
purpose of this paper is to prove a common generalization of these two 
theorems. 
In Section 2 we first recall preliminaries about crossed products, then we 
introduce some new algebra constructions, and we prove related, useful 
results. In particular, we define an algebra A #, H #Op U that will replace 
(A #, H) # U in the main theorem, and we show a relationship between 
the two algebras. In the new construction U is allowed to be more general; 
for example, we may take U= H*. 
Section 3 introduces a subalgebra H” of H* with a comodule structure 
co: H” -+ H@ H”. They are our tools to formulate and handle certain 
awkward assumptions in the main theorem; these can be regarded as finite- 
ness conditions, and they correspond to the U-local finiteness and 
RL-condition of [2]. 
Section 4 contains the duality theorem and its proof. 
In Section 5 we draw some corollaries. In particular, we show that 
[2, 2.1; 3,2.2] do follow from our theorem. 
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On our way to the duality theorem we derive an analogous 
isomorphism, but more easily and without any finiteness conditions, when 
we are working with certain larger algebras. It is natural to ask, then, if 
those assumptions could be dropped from the main theorem, too. There- 
fore, we include Section 6, where we study them in the special case 
A #, H = A # H and U = H*: first we re-formulate the main theorem in 
this case, and then we show that the assumptions are indeed necessary if 
we wish the duality isomorphism to be natural in A. 
The author is grateful to R. J. Blattner and S. Montgomery for pointing 
out an error in an earlier version of the paper, and to A. Masuoka for the 
elegant proof of Corollary 2.3. 
2. CROSSED PRODUCTS AND OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS 
We shall use freely the Hopf algebra theory and notations as presented 
in [9]. About crossed products our main reference is [3], and one may 
also consult [ 1 ] or [6], but we repeat the basic definition here. 
We fix once and for all (excluding Section 6) a Hopf algebra H over a 
field k, an associative algebra A, and a crossed product A #0 H. The 
necessary ingredients in the construction of A #, H are a weak action of H 
on A, i.e., a bilinear map H x A + A satisfying the conditions 
h tab) =c (h,,, .Q)(h(,, .b) (la) 
h. 1 =&(A) 1, (lb) 
1 .a=a, (lc) 
for all h E H, a, b E A, and a cocycle, a bilinear map cr: H x H -+ A with 
for all h, k, m E H that satisfies the further conditions 
o(h, 1)=0(1, h)‘&(h) 1, W) 
1 (h,,, . (kc,, .a)) @q,,, k,,,) = C @q,,, k,,,)W,&,) . a) @cl 
for all h, k E H, a E A. Then A #,, H is defined to be the vector space A 0 H 
equipped with the associative multiplication 
(a # h)(b #k) =c 4h, .b) 4hw kc,,) #h&,,. (3) 
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The identity element is 1 # 1. We shall also keep the weak action and the 
cocycle fixed. 
The cocycle o is called invertible if it has an inverse 6’ in the convolu- 
tion algebra Hom(H@ H, A). 
Given an algebra B, we denote by BoP its opposite algebra, i.e., B with 
the multiplication reversed, a. b = ba. Dually, Ccop is the opposite 
coalgebra of a coalgebra C. Then (Hop)cop . IS again a Hopf algebra, whereas 
Hop and Hcop are bialgebras that are Hopf algebras only if the antipode S 
of H is bijective. 
Let B be a right H-comodule algebra, i.e., an algebra with a right 
H-comodule structure map pe: B + B@ H that is also an algebra map. 
Write PB(b) =C bcojObcl, for b E B. We make Hom(H, B) into an 
associative algebra, denoted by #Op(H, B), with multiplication 
(f. s)(h) = Cf(h,,,)(O, dh,l,fh,),l,). (4) 
The identity element sends h to s(h) 1,. This is a modification of the smash 
product # (H, B) defined by Doi [S], but there is also a direct connection: 
BoP is a right Hop -comodule algebra with the same structure map pe, and 
# (H, B) = ( #““(Hop, Bop))Op, (5) 
i.e., both algebras determine the same product on Hom(H, B). (Here it is 
sufficient for H and Hop to be bialgebras.) This relation is the reason for 
the notation #Op; for consistency we call #“P(H, B) the opposite smash 
product of B by H. 
The natural embedding BO H* 4 Hom(H, B) makes B@ H* into a sub- 
algebra of #Op(H, B) that we shall denote by B #Op H*, with product 
(b # h*)(c # k*) = c b(,,c # (b,,, -k*) h*, (6) 
where - is the natural left action of H on H*. We shall regard such 
embeddings as inclusions, B #“P H* E #“P(H, B). 
The map 10d:A #,H+(A #,H)@H turns A #,H into a right 
H-comodule algebra. Hence, we have the algebras #“P(H, A #, H) and 
(A #, H) #Op H*. The latter will be denoted by ,4 #, H #OPH* and its 
elements like a # h # h*. As a vector space it is ,4 @ H@H* and its 
multiplication rule is explicitly 
(a # h # h*)(b # k # k*) 
= 1 (WTI, .b) 4hw k,,,)) # (h&a) # (Vq4) --k*) A*), (7) 
and the identity element is 1 # 1 # E. 
481~146.!1-I I 
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Note that the subalgebra 1 # 1 # H* is isomorphic to (H*)OP, not to 
H*. So the construction #(H, A #, H) might be thought as more natural 
than #Op(H, A #, H). However, using the latter we seem to be able to 
drop the assumption of bijective antipode in some occasions when it 
appears in the analogous results about the former; see the beginning of 
Section 4. 
Recall that - makes H* into a left H-module algebra. We shall 
frequently talk about left H-submodule subalgebras of H*, by which we 
shall always mean subalgebras U of H” with H - U G U. Given such U, 
the subspace A 0 HO U is a subalgebra of A #, H #Op H*, denoted by 
A# H#OPU. 
Fir A = k we obtain as a special case the algebra H #Op H*, or more 
generally H #Op U, with product 
(h # h*)(k # k*)=x h,,,k # (h,,,- k*) h*. (8) 
The tensor product algebra A 0 H is a special case of the crossed product 
A #, H when the weak coaction and the cocycle are trivial, and in that 
case we have A #, H #Op H* = A@(H #Op H*). 
We are now going to prove two results for later use. The first is 
Lemma 2.1 that will be needed in the main theorem. The second is 
Corollary 2.3 that describes a connection between the constructions 
A #, H #Op U and (A #, H) # U, and it will be used to deduce the 
duality theorems of [2, 31 from the main theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Define [: HO H+ End(A) by 
i(h Ok)(a) = C (h,,, .a) a(hc2,, S(h,,,) k). Pa) 
If a is invertible, then c is invertible in the convolution algebra 
Hom(H@ Hcop, End(A)) with the inverse given by 
ip’(hOk)(a)=C a~1(W~3~)5 hc4,)(Wd .a) a(WclJ, k). (9b) 
Proof: According to [3, 1.81, the map y: H + A #, H with y(h) = 1 # h 
has an inverse y - ’ in the convolution algebra Hom(H, A #, H). Explicitly, 
ypl(h)=~ap’ (WW h,,,) # W,,,). 
One checks easily that in A #, H 
1 yVqlJ. (a # Wd k) = C i(h 6kclJ(a) # kc2), (loa) 
y-‘(h). (a # k) =C i-1(h,2,0kclJ(a) # S(h,,J kc,, (lob) 
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for all a E A, h, k E H. We obtain 
E(h) a# k = c y(h,,J .y-‘(hd. (a # k) 
=Cy(h,,,Hi-‘(h c3,0kc,,Na) # S(hJ kd 
=Ci(h(,,Ok,,,)(i~‘(h,,,Ok,,,)(a)) # 43, 
=c (i * i-‘)(h@kclJ(a) # kc2), 
where [ * [-I is the convolution product in Hom( HO Hcop, End(A)). 
Applying 10s gives ([*[-‘)(h@k)(a)=~(h)~(k)a, i.e., i*[-’ is the 
identity element of the algebra. Similarly we obtain by (10) 
a # W)k=x y~‘(h~,,)~y(h~~~)~(a # Wq3J k) 
=C (i-’ * i)(h,,,Ok,,,)(a) # S(hd bj, 
and using 1 @E yields that [-’ is also a left inverse of i. 1 
Proposition 2.2 and the resulting elegant proof of Corollary 2.3 are due 
to A. Masuoka. The proposition should be compared with [6, Prop. 83. 
For the definition of cleft extensions, see [3, 1.6, 1.17(i)]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let the antipode S of H be bijective. If a right 
H-extension 0 --) A, L B is cleft then so is the right Hop-extension 
O+Ar)P_f IloP. 
Proof: That the latter sequence is an Hop- extension is clear; recall that 
the comodule structure maps for BoP and B are the same map. By the 
assumption there is an H-comodule map y1 E Hom(H, B) with a convolu- 
tion inverse y I- ‘. Set 6=y;10SEHom(HoP, Bop), where 3 is the composite 
inverse of S. Then 6 has the convolution inverse 6-l = y, 0 S, and the 
identity [6, Prop. 5(2)] (with d= y, and i;’ = i,oS) implies that 6 is a 
right Hop-comodule map. 1 
Let S be bijective. By [3, 1.183 we have a right cleft H-extension 
O-+AA A #,H, where i(a)=a # 1. Then O+A”PL (A #OH)oP is a 
right cleft Hop-extension, and hence by [3, 1.181 it is equivalent (see 
[3, 1.61) to some Hop-extension 0 -+ AoP + AoP # Hop with invertible r. 
We can interpret this fact as in Corollary 2.3 beldw. There both A #, H 
and (Aop #, Hop)Op are right H-comodule algebras via 1 @I A (cf. the 
remark preceding (5)). 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that the antipode S of H is bijective and that 
the cocycle a is invertible. Then there is a crossed product AoP #, Hop, with 
z invertible, and an isomorphism A #, HE (Aop #, Hop)Op of right 
H-comodule algebras that is also identity on A @ 1. 
One can go still further: by starting from [3, (1.19)-( 1.21)] and using 
the machinery in [3, Sect. 11, one can derive the crossed product 
AoP #r Hop and the isomorphism explicitly. We leave these lengthy calcula- 
tions to the reader, stating here only the results: the weak action * of Hop 
on AoP and the cocycle z: Hop x Hop + AoP are given by 
h * a = S(h) . a, 
t(h, k) = o’(S(h), S(k)), 
and the isomorphism F: A f, H + (AoP #, Hop)Op by 
(114 
(lib) 
P(a # h) =c i(S(h,,,)O l)(a) # h(2), (12) 
where c is as defined in (9a). The only place where these will be used, is 
Corollary 5.4, and even there only (1 la) and the fact “0 trivial jr trivial” 
are needed. 
Recall that 1 @A makes A #, H into a right H-comodule algebra, which 
gives us the smash product #(H, A #, H) of Doi [S]. If U is a sub- 
bialgebra of Ho and (A #, H) # U is the usual smash product [9] formed 
with respect to the action f (a # h) = a # (f - h) of U on A #0 H, then 
the natural mapping (A #, H) @ U -+ Hom(H, A #, H) is an algebra 
embedding (A #, H) # UG # (H, A #, H). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that S is bijective and a invertible, and let 
AoP # T Hap be the crossed product found in Corollary 2.3. There is an 
algebra isomorphism 
#(H, A #, H) z ( #Op(Hop, AoP #, HoP))OP, 
and, given a subbialgebra U of Ho, the restriction induces 
(A #, H) # Ur (AoP #, Hop #Op UcOp)Op. 
Proof: The first assertion follows from Corollary 2.3 and (5), and 
clearly the isomorphism respects the subspace A 0 HQ U of 
Hom(H, A OH). Note that Ucop is a subbialgebra of (H”)cop = (Hop)‘. 1 
As a byproduct we obtain another proof of the last statement in 
[3, l.i8], and we also sharpen the result a little. Here A #,, H and A@ H 
are viewed as (H*, A)-bimodules as follows: A #, H is a right A-module 
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through the algebra embedding A z A # 1 c A #, H and A 0 H by the 
action (a 0 h) . b = ab Oh, and both spaces are right H-comodules with 
respect to 1 @d and hence left H*-modules where H* acts with - on the 
tensorand H. Clearly the actions of A and H* do commute. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let S be bijective and CJ invertible. Then the (H*, A)- 
bimodules A #, H and A 0 H are isomorphic. 
Proof: Let F: A #, H -+ (AoP #, Hop)Op be any isomorphism as in 
Corollary 2.3 and F its inverse map. A direct calculation yields 
F(F(a # h)(b # 1)) = ab # h. 
Hence F, viewed as a map A #, H + A@ H, is a required (H*, A)- 
bimodule isomorphism. 1 
3. THE SUBALGEBRA H” 
Define a right module action of H* on itself by 
<h* .k*, h) = c (A*, h,,,)(k*, SW,,,) A,,,) (13) 
for all h*, k* E H*, h E H. (The brackets denote the evaluation map 
H* x H + k.) For finite-dimensional H this is just the usual adjoint action 
of H*: h* . k* = C S(k,*,,) h*k,*,,. 
DEFINITION% 3.1. We define H” to be the maximal rational submodule 
of H* in the action (13) (see [9,2.1.3(d)]), and we let w: H” + H@ H” be 
the corresponding left comodule structure map; we use the notations 
4f)=Cfc-l,Of~o,~ 
and so on. Equivalently, H” is the set of the elements f E H* for which 
there exists (necessarily unique) xi h,Ofis HO H* such that in the action 
(13) f .k* = xi (k*, hi) f, for all k* E H*, and for any such f, o(f) = 
Ci hz @A. 
If H is finite dimensional then H” = H* because of the isomorphism 
End(H*) z H@ H*. If H is cocommutative then the action (13) is trivial, 
hence H” = H* and o is trivial, o(f) = 1 Of: 
We list some elementary properties of H” and o. The first proposition 
is an easy exercise and is left to the reader. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf f E H” then o(f) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) fk* = C (fcpI, -k*) fcoj for all k* E H*, 
(ii) h-f= C (fcO, -h) fcpI, for all hc H, 
(iii) C (f, h(,,) W(,Jh,3,=Z (fcO,, h)f,-,, for all hEH. 
Conversely, if f E H* and there exists an element 4 = 1 f(- 1,Q fcO, in 
H Q H* that satisfies any of the three conditions, then f belongs to H” and 
5 = o(f ). 
Let f, g E H”. From 3.2(i) we obtain 
fgk* =Cf(g(-1, -k*) g,o,=c ((f(~1)g(~l,)-k*)f~,,g,,,. 
Hence, by the converse of Proposition 3.2(i), fgE H” and o(fg) = 
cf(-l)g(~I)of~o)g~o). Since trivially E E H” and W(E) = 1 @E, we have the 
first part of the next result. The second part follows equally easily from 
Proposition 3.2(iii) and its converse. In particular, the proposition says 
that H” is a left H-submodule subalgebra of H*. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (i) The subspace H” is a subalgebra of H* and 
co: H” + HO H” is an algebra homomorphism. 
(ii) We have H - H” c H”. More precisely, for h E H, f E H”, 
o(h-f)=Ch,,,f,-,,S(h,,,)O(h,,,-f,,,). 
Between H” and H #Op H* there is a close relationship, as the following 
propositions show. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf f E H” and 5: =x # x* E H #“P H*, then in 
H #Op H* 
c (fc-1, # f&(x # x*)=cfN,x # f@)x*; 
in other words, it makes no dtfference tf the product o(f) < is formed in 
HO H* or H #Op H*. Hence, o is also an algebra map H” + H #Op H*. 
Proof Using (8) and Proposition 3.2(i) we obtain 
c (f(L, # f&(x # x*,=x fcpqx # (f(pI)-x*) f@, 
=Cf,-1,x # f@,x*. 
The last assertion now follows from Proposition 3.3(i). 1 
We denote by E the augmentation map ( -, 1) of H*, too. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. (i) The restriction of E@ E to the subalgebra Im(o) 
of H #Op H* is an algebia homomorphism Im(w) + k. 
(ii) rflEIm(o) then (l@~)(<)=(s@s)(<).l. 
Proof The restriction Im(w) + H” of E@ 1 is the inverse of 
w: H” + Im(o). Hence, it is an algebra map, and then so is the composite 
map EO(E@~)=E@E. 
Let 5 = wcf), f~ H”. Taking h = 1 in Proposition 3.2(iii) we obtain 
(f, 1) 1=(1@&)(t). On the other hand, (E@E)(~)=(E@E)o(~)= 
4b-@m4f))=~~f)=(S, 1). I 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The centralizer of 1 # H* in H #Op H* is Im(o). 
Proof If f E H” then for all h E H*, 
(1 # h*)w(f)=(l # W(& #f(,,) 
=cf,-I, # f,,,h*=dfNl # h*) 
by Proposition 3.4. Conversely, let xi xi # xy centralize 1 # H*, i.e., 
C Xi # x?h* = 1 X,.(I) # (Xi,(z) - h*) x: 
for each h* in H*. Applying E 0 1 we obtain 
(xE(xr)*.)h*=Z(X,-h*)x:. 
By the converse of Proposition 3.2(i) now xi xi 0 XT is w(Ci E(x,) x*) and 
hence belongs to Im(w). 1 
We observed that often H” = H*. We close this section with an example 
showing that this is not always the case. It would be interesting to know, 
in general, how small H” can be. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let char(k) =O. Let H be the commutative associative 
k-algebra defined by the two generators g and x and the single relation 
g2= 1. Then H has a basis {g’x’(O<i< l,j>O), and it becomes a Hopf 
algebra when we define the coalgebra structure maps by d(g) = g@ g, 
d(x) = 1 Ox + x @ g, s(g) = 1, and E(X) = 0, and the antipode by S(g) = g, 
S(x) = -xg-’ = -gx. 
Let f E H*. We shall show that f E H” if and only if (f, (1 - g) H) = 0. 
So H” does not, for example, separate the points of H. 
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Define 3 H+ H by T(:(h).=C (f, h,,,) S(h,,,) h(,,. By Proposition 
3.2(iii),fE H” if and only if Im(J) is finite dimensional. A lengthy but easy 
calculation gives 
If (f, (1 - g) H) = 0 then the summands with b > 0 vanish because of the 
factor (1 - g)” and hence Im(f”) s kl 0 kg is finite dimensional. 
Conversely, assume that (A (1 - g) H) # 0. Then (f, (1 - g) x’ ) # 0 for 
some c; let c be the smallest possible. For each 12 > 0 we have 
(f, (I- g)b X”+“-b) gc+n-bXb. 
Since i( 1 - g) is idempotent, (1 - g)b = 2’- ‘( 1 - g) for positive b. Hence, 
by the choice of c, the largest b giving a non-zero summand is b = n. So, 
in the basis expansion of ?(x”+~), the element g’+n-bxb occurs for b = n 
but not for any larger b. It follows that the vectors f(xrtn), n > 0, are 
linearly independent, and hence Im(,f”) is infinite dimensional. 
4. A DUALITY THEOREM 
Given a vector space V, we follow the convention in defining the product 
in the ring End(V) that V is a left module for End(V) and a right module 
for End(V)““. We keep the same rule also for subrings. If V is a left and 
W a right A-module, then we denote by End,-(V) and End pA( W) the 
rings of left and right A-endomorphisms, respectively, and, by the rule, 
both rings act on the spaces from the left. 
Before attacking the main theorem we prepare the way with Proposi- 
tion 4.1. It is interesting to note that analogous isomorphisms 
#(H,A #,H)ZEnd-,(H@A)g #(H,A@H) 
are obtained by combining [S, 4.51 with [3, 1.181, but that that result, 
unlike Proposition 4.1, comes with the assumption of bijective antipode. 
Furthermore, the same assumption is missing in our Theorem 4.2, too, as 
compared with [2,2.1]. Possibly such improvements are a consequence of 
substituting #Op for #. 
A. Masuoka has pointed out that Proposition 4.1 could be proved more 
generally for H-Galois extensions over a bialgebra H, practically just by 
combining the subsequent proof with [6, Proof of Theorem 93, and that 
this would have implications to Corollaries 5.1(i) and 5.3. We restrict 
ourselves here to crossed products, however. 
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In the proposition the space A 0 H is a left A-module in the obvious 
way, or, equivalently, we can identify it with A #, H and regard it as a left 
A-module through the embedding A z A # 1 E A #, H. 
Since the tensor product algebra A 0 H is a special case of A #, H, we 
have the algebra #Op(H, A OH) as a special case of #Op(H, A #, H). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A an associative algebra, 
and A #, H a crossed product with invertible cocycle rs. Then there are 
algebra isomorphisms 
#Op(H, A #, H) z End,- (A @ H)Op z #Op(H, A 0 H). 
Proof: Let B be a right H-comodule algebra, and view #Op(H, B) 
as a right module over itself with respect to the multiplication (4). The 
surjection #Op(H, B) + B that sends f to f( 1) makes B into a right 
factor module with action b .f= C b,,,f(b,,,), giving rise to a representa- 
tion #““(H, B) --) End(B)OP. 
Taking B = A #, H we obtain in this way a representation 
F #“p(H, A #, H) + End(A #, H)OP, 
WXa # h) =I (a # h~l,)f(h~d~ 
In fact, then #Op(H, A #, H) acts as left A-linear maps on A #, H, 
and we regard F as an algebra homomorphism #Op(H, A #, H) -+ 
End,-(A #, H)OP=EndAP(AQ H)OP. We claim that then it is an 
isomorphism. The proposition follows from this, since the other asserted 
isomorphism is just a special case. 
Bijectivity of F was actually already shown in the part (iii) * (i) of the 
proof of [6, Theorem 93, since A #, H is cleft by [3, 1.181. However, by 
modifying an idea from the proof of [2,2.2] we obtain another, short 
argument: We have F= F, 0 Fi, where the maps 
#Op(H, A #, H)A End,-(A f, H)-% End,-(A #, H) 
are defined by 
F,(f)(a # h)= (a # l)f(h), 
FAgMa # h) = c (a # 1) y(h,,,) g(l # h&. 
The products are formed in A #, H and y is as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
Then F, is actually the natural isomorphism Hom(H, A OH) 2 
End,- (A OH). Also F, is bijective: to obtain its inverse just substitute y ~ ’ 
for y in its expression. Hence, F is bijective. 1 
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The embedding A OH* 4 Hom(H, A) induces J: Hom(H@ A, A 0 H*) cs 
Hom(H@ A, Hom(H, A)). Explicitly, 
J(f)(x 0 a)(h) = (10 E/?)(f(X 0 a)), (15) 
where E,,: H* -+ k is evaluation at point h. For a subspace V G H* we 
regard the natural embedding Hom( H @ A, A 0 V) 4 Hom( HO A, A @ H*) 
as an inclusion, so that we have the subspace J(Hom(H@ A, A 0 V)) of 
Hom(H@A,Hom(H, A)). We use this with V=opl(H@U)c_H”, the 
inverse image of H @ U under CD, for some U c H*. We can now state the 
main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A an associative algebra 
over the field k, and let A #, H be a crossed product with invertible cocycle 
CJ. Let U be a left H-submodule subalgebra of H*. Assume that the mappings 
cp, $ E Hom(H@ A, Hom(H, A)), defined by 
cpWW(h)=C (h(,,.a)O(,,> Y), (lea) 
Il/(yQaM) =c dWq,,L h,,,W(h,,,) .a) dS(h(,,), A(,y), (16b) 
belong to J(Hom(H 0 A, A Q w- ‘(H 0 U))). Then there is an algebra 
isomorphism 
A#,H#“PU~A@(H#“PU). 
Proof Let F: A #, H #Op U + End, -(A @ H)OP be the restriction of 
the representation (14) and let G: A 0 (H #Op U) + End,- (A @ H)OP be 
the corresponding map for the trivial crossed product A@ H. Then F and 
G are injective. We prove the theorem by showing that Im(F) = Im(G). 
(Note how the situation resembles the proof of [2, 2.11.) 
Explicitly, for a@y@y*EA@HOUand b@hEA@H, 
F(a # y # y*)(bOh)=C b(hc1j.a) o(hcz,, YcII)@(Y*-~c~)) y(2) 
and 
G(aO(y # y*))(bOh)=xbaO(y*--)Y. 
Now let cp = J(cp’) with cp’ E Hom(H 0 A, A 0 CC ‘( H 0 U)). Write 
A(y) = Ciy,@ y; and $(~,@a) = cjaq@f,, where aqEA and 
fqEm-l(H@ U) c H”. Then 
0 # Y # y*)(bQh)=Cba,(~~,h,,,)Q(~*-h~~,)~( 
=C ba,@(y*-(h--J;,)) y;. 
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Here - and - commute, and by Proposition 3.2(ii) this equals 
Cba,iQ(f,,co,-(Y*-h))fir,(-,,Y: 
=Cba,iQ((f,.(o,y*)-h)~~,(-*,YI 
=G hQ((f,(- 
( 
1)Y:) # (f(j,(O)Y*)) 
> 
tbQhh 
Hence, Im(F) s Im(G); note that o(hj) E H@ U. 
Using the map [ defined in (9a) we can also express F as 
F(a # Y f y*)(bQh) 
=c b(h,,,. a) dhc,,, S(ho,)h(,,y,,,)Qh(,,y(,,(y*, h(e)) 
=Cbi(h(,,Qh(z,y(,,)(a)Qh,,,y(,,(y*, h(,,). 
Let us compute 
for cQzQz*EAQHQU and bQhEAQH, where i-i is as in (9b). 
Inserting the above expression of F, (*) becomes 
1 bi(h(,,Qh(,,S(h(,,)h(lo,z,2,)(i-'(h(s,Qh(,,z(,,)(c)) 
Qh(,,S(h(,,) h(ll)z(,) ((W,,,) h&-z*, h(q). 
Writing the last scalar as (z*, h,,,S(h,,,) hc,,,) we can apply the property 
of S three times in succession. We obtain 
By Lemma 2.1 this is reduced to 
CbcQh(,,z(z*,h(,,)=G(cQ(z # z*))(bQh). 
Next we develop (*) in another way. Since $(zQc)(h)=x c-‘(h(,,Q 
ht2,z)(c), (*) equals 
1 F(W,,,Qc)(h,,,) # (W,,,)h,,,z(z,) # (S(h,,,)h,,,)--*))(bQh,,,). 
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Let $ = J($‘) with $‘E Hom(H@A, A @o-‘(HO U)). Writing A(z) = 
Czi@z,! and $‘(ziOc)=C,cii@gii, wherecj,EA,gl,EO-‘(HOU)EH”, 
we obtain 
c F(cdg,, 44,) # (S(h,,,) h(,,4) # ((W,,,) h(,,) - z*))(b 0 h,,,). 
Now we can apply Proposition 3.2(iii) twice, 
and combining the scalar (g,(,,, h(,,) with h(,, we have 
CF(‘ij # (gij,(F2Jzj) # (gii,(~,,-Z*))(bO(gii,(,,--h)). 
Here we can write b @ (g, coJ -h) as F( 1 # 1 # g,,,,)(bOh); note that 
o( gV) E H @ U. Since F is an algebra map, we finally obtain (*) in the form 
CF((l # 1 # g,,,,,)(cg # (g,,,-,,z:) # (gg,(-l,-z*)))(bQh) 
=CF(C, # (gzj,,-l,Zt!) # (g,,(o,z*))(bQh), 
by Proposition 3.2(i). Above we showed that (*) also equals 
G(cQ(z # z*))(b@h). Hence, Im(G)cIm(F). 1 
The proof even gives an explicit isomorphism CD: A #D H #OP U-+ 
A @ (H #Op U) with F= G 0 @. Viewing @ E End(A @ HQ U), we obtain 
from the calculation showing Im(F) E Im(G) 
=C taijQfil,(-l) Q.fij,(O,) (10 YI 0 Y*) 
Similarly, the calculation showing Im(G) c Im(F) yields the inverse map 
explicitly. We have the following corollary to the proof. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. In the situation of Theorem 4.2, write cp = J(cp’) and 
$ = J(rl/‘). Then one isomorphism @: A #fl H #Op U g A @ (H #Op U) and its 
inverse $ are given, as elements of End(A @H&I U), by 
@i(aQyQy*)=C (1 Q~)(cp’(ycl,Qa))~(l QY~~,QY*), (17a) 
where the products are formed in A 0 HO H* (or equivalently in 
A @I (H #Op H*) by Proposition 3.4). 
5. COROLLARIES 
Let U = H* in Theorem 4.2. Then w - ‘(HO U) = H”. If the embeddings 
A@ H” G A OH* 4 Hom(H, A) are bijective then the assumptions about 
cp and I++ are trivial. This happens precisely when H” = H* and H or A is 
finite dimensional. In particular, we have: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let A #, H be a crossed product with invertible cocycle 
o. Then A #, H #Op H* 2 A@ (H #Op H*) at least when 
(i) dim(H) is finite, or 
(ii) dim(A) is finite and H is cocommutative. 
Of course, Corollary 5.1 (i) follows from Proposition 4.1, too. 
We record another special case of Theorem 4.2, where the assumptions 
look a little more natural: 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let A #, H be a crossed product with invertible 
cocycle u. Zf U is a left H-submodule subalgebra of H” with o( U) E H @ U, 
and if cp and $ defined in ( 16) belong to J(Hom(H@ A, A 0 U)), then 
A#,H#“PUrAQ(H#“PU). 
The condition w(U) s HQ U can be thought as requiring that U is a 
“normal” subalgebra of H”; recall that in the finite-dimensional case o 
corresponds to the right adjoint action of H* on itself. Note also that H” 
itself is a left H-subcomodule subalgebra, and of course w(H”) G HO H”‘; 
hence, it is the largest U for which Corollary 5.2 applies, if any exists. 
Next we derive the duality theorems of [2, 33. We take first the latter 
which is easier. We denote by M,(A) the algebra of n x n-matrices over A. 
COROLLARY 5.3 [3, 2.21. Let A #, H be a crossed product with inver- 
tible cocycle o and let dim(H) = n be finite. Then 
(A #, H) # H* z A 0 End(H) r M,(A). 
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Proof: Since S is bijective, Corollary 2.4 gives 
(A #” H) # H* 2 (A”P #, HOP #“P (H*)c”p)op, 
The cocycle r defined in (1 lb) is invertible in Hom(HoP@ Hop, Aop) (with 
inverse given by r-‘(h, k) = a($(/~), S(k))). Hence, by Corollary 5.1(i) the 
right side is isomorphic to (Aop@ (HOP #Op (H*)c”P))op, and this in turn 
is seen to be isomorphic to (A @ H) # H* = A 0 (H # H* ) by applying 
Corollary 2.4 backwards in the case of trivial crossed product A #, H= 
A 0 H. It is well known and easy to see that H # H* g End(H). The 
remaining isomorphism in the corollary is clear. 1 
We consider now the situation of [2], where o is trivial, a(h, k) = 
l&(h) s(k). Then A is a left H-module algebra and A #, H = A # H is the 
usual smash product. Let U be a subbialgebra of Ho. Assume that S is 
bijective with inverse S. We denote by S and s also the dual maps 
H* -+ H*. 
Choose a basis {a, 1 i E Z} of A and write 
h.ai=xai(h$, h) for all h E H (18) 
with h$ E H*. Now, A is a locally finite H-module if and only if for each 
j only finitely many of the elements h,T are non-zero. If this holds then we 
even have h$ E Ho with d(h$) = Ck h$@ h,$, and A becomes a right 
Ho-comodule when we define the structure map pa: A + A 0 Ho by 
p,(uj)=Cj ai@ h:. Actually, then A becomes a right cf(A)-comodule, 
where the coalgebra cf(A) is the coefficient space of A, i.e., the subspace of 
H* (or Ho) spanned by the elements h$ [7]. 
(On the other hand, even if all the elements ha are in Ho, A need not 
be locally finite. This was pointed out to the author by R. J. Blattner 
and S. Montgomery who showed that the example 4.1 in [2] gives a 
counterexample.) 
One assumption in [2, Theorem 2.11 was that A be U-locally finite. By 
[2, 1.51 this is equivalent to the condition that the H-action comes from a 
coaction A + A @ U ( E A @ Ho), and this is further equivalent to requiring 
that A is locally finite and cf(A) E U. (It does not matter that U is not a 
Hopf algebra.) 
Another assumption in [2, 2.11 was that U satisfy the RL-condition with 
respect o H, which means that for eachfE U there must exist zi h,@fiE 
H 0 U such that 
h--f=1 h,(f,-h) for all h E H. 
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However, in the proof a different fact was actually used which we now call 
the RL,-condition: that the above is true for every f in cf(A) u S(cf(A)) 
(rather than for every f in U). Observe that if cf(A) c U and S(U) z U, 
as was the case in [Z], then the RL,-condition is weaker than the 
RL-condition. 
Using Proposition 3.2(ii) we can rephrase the RL,-condition as 
cf(A) u S(cf(‘4)) c (H”p)co, (19a) 
o,0tl(cf(‘4) u S(cf(A))) E HO u. (19b) 
Applying E@ 1 to (19b) we see that it also implies cf(A) E U. Hence, the 
following is equivalent to [2, 2.11 (with the RL-condition replaced by the 
RL,-condition), except that we only require U to be a bialgebra, instead 
of a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode, let U 
be a subbialgebra of Ha, and let A be a left H-module algebra. If A 
is a locally finite H-module and satisfies the conditions (19) then 
(A # H) # UgA@(H # U). 
Proof: Just as in Corollary 5.3, this follows from Corollary 2.4 as 
soon as we show that we can apply Theorem 4.2 to the case 
AOP # HOP #“P UCOP in Corollary 2.4 (where r is trivial since 0 is). Now 
the mappings cp, I,G E Hom(HoP @ AoP, Hom(HoP, AoP)) defined in (16) are 
simply 
dyOa)(h)= (h * a) E(Y)= (S(h).a) E(Y), 
ICIbOa)(h) = (S(h) * a) E(Y) = (h .a) E(Y); 
recall that the weak action (lla) of Hop on AoP was h * a= S(h) .a. Since 
A is locally finite, the action of H on A comes from a coaction 
p: A -+ A @Ho, i.e., h . a = (1 @ sh) p(a), where E,, means evaluation at h. 
So q=J(a@(lOS)p) and $=J(s@p). Now, E@P belongs to 
Hom(H@A, A@cf(A)) and ~@(l@S)p belongs to Hom(H@A, 
A@S(cf(A))); so they both belong to Hom(H@A, A@o$&H@U)) by 
(19b). Hence, Theorem 4.2 applies. 1 
6. DUALITY FOR SMASH PRODUCTS 
In this section we re-formulate Theorem 4.2 in the special case, where 
CJ is trivial and U= H*, and we prove that the finiteness conditions, 
concerning cp and II/, are necessary for the duality isomorphism to be 
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natural in A. One may compare this with [2, Example 4.11, that shows, for 
a fixed A, that we cannot just drop the assumption of local finiteness. 
We keep the Hopf algebra H fixed but we let A vary within certain 
categories that we now define. Left H-module algebras form in the natural 
way a category MA(H); the morphisms are the algebra maps that com- 
mute with the H-actions. We denote by MA,(H) the full subcategory of 
the objects A that satisfy the conditions 
A is locally finite over H, (2Oa) 
cf(A) u S(cf(A)) & H”. G’Ob) 
Recall that, for any A in MA(H), (20a) holds if and only if the H-action 
comes from a coaction A + A @Ho. Given such A, the coaction will be 
denoted by pa, and then the condition (20b) means just that the images of 
pa and (10 S) pA lie in A 0 H”. 
Let A E MA(H). The assumptions of Theorem 4.2, in the present case 
of trivial CJ and U= H*, come down to the following: for any fixed a E A 
the two mappings H -+ A, sending h to h. a and S(h). a, should belong 
to the image of A@ H” in the natural embedding AQ H”G A@ H* 4 
Hom(H, A). Hence, if A E MAJ H) then A satisfies the assumptions (since 
the two mappings correspond to the elements p,(a) and (1 OS) p,(a) of 
A OH”), and clearly the converse is also true. 
Algebras A #, H #Op H* will be denoted by A # H #Op H*. 
We define a functor 9 from MA(H) to Alg,, the category of k-algebras, 
by sending objects A and morphisms f: A + B as 
F(A)=A # H #Op H*, @la) 
9(f)=f@l@l:A # H#OPH*+B# H#OPH*. @lb) 
Forgetting the H-actions we obtain another functor Y: MA(H) + Alg, that 
sends morphisms as above and objects as 
Y(A) = A@ (H #Op H*). (22) 
THEOREM 6.1. The retrictions of 8 and 9 to MA,(H) are naturally 
equivalent functors MA,(H) + Alg,. The equivalence can be established by 
means of the isomorphisms @,: F(A) +9(A) with inverses 6a: 9(A) --* 
P(A), A E MA(H), defined as members of End(A @HO H*) by 
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Proof. By the discussion above, Theorem 4.2 implies 9(A) g 9(A), and 
the expressions (17) are easily reduced to (23). Clearly the equivalence 
follows from the explicit isomorphisms. 1 
If H is cocommutative, and hence H” = H* and w is trivial, the formula- 
tion of the theorem is particularly simple: Equation (20b) becomes trivial 
so that A is only required to be a locally finite left H-module algebra, and 
the isomorphisms are given by 
where p,A~)=~q,,@q,,. The simplicity of this case was already pointed 
out in [2]. 
Finally, we show that the equivalence of 9 and 9 cannot be extended 
to any larger subcategory of MA(H). 
The embedding kg k. 1, G A is a morphism in MA(H) for each 
A E MA(H). 
THEOREM 6.2. Let M be a subcategory of MA(H) containing the trivial 
H-module algebra k and its embeddings into the other objects of M. Assume 
that the restrictions of 9 and 9 to M are naturally equivalent. Then M is 
a subcategory of MA,(H). 
Proof: Fix A and let i: k -+ A be the embedding. By the assumptions 
there are isomorphisms Y’,: 9(A) -+ B(A) and ul,: 9(k) -+ 3(k) such that 
YA 0 F(i) = 3(i) 0 ul,, that is, the restriction of Y’,: A # H #OP H* + A @ 
(H #Op H*) to the subalgebra k # H #‘P H* is just Y,: k # H #“P H* -+ 
k@ (H #Op H*). Plainly Yk is of the form 1 @p, where /3 is an algebra 
automorphism of H #Op H*. So, if /? is the inverse of B and we define 
YU:, = (10 fi)o Yy,, then YU:, is an algebra isomorphism A # H #Op H* -+ 
A @ (H #Op H*) and, in addition, identity on the subspace 10 H@ H*. In 
particular, Ya is both left and right H #“P H*-linear when H #“P H* acts 
on the two algebras through its obvious embeddings in them. Hence, the 
theorem follows from the next result. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let A E MA(H). Assume that there is u bijection 
!F A # H #Op H* -+ A@ (H #‘P H*) that is both left and right H #OP H*- 
liieur. Then A E MA,(H). 
481;146’1-12 
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Proof. Let !P be the inverse of Y. Choose a basis {ui 1 i E Z} of A and 
define elements ha E H* by (18) and Sij, qii~ H #Op H* by 
Y(Uj # 1 # E)=CUiO4Q, Pa) 
p("jQ(l # E))=CUi # ?/q. (25b) 
(All the sums that appear in the proof are essentially finite, i.e., contain 
only a finite number of non-zero terms, though this point will not be 
stressed again.) The right H #‘P H*-linearities of Y and P imply 
k k 
where the products are formed in H #Op H*. By the multiplication rule (7) 
of A # H #Op H* (for trivial a) and the definition of /I$, 
(1 #A # h*)(uj # 1 # E)=C(ai # 1 # &)(I # (h-q) # A*). 
Applying !P to this and using the H #O* H*-linearities, we obtain 
c (ki((h-h$) # h*)=(h # h*) {kj (27) 
for all h E H, h* E H*. Using here (26) we obtain further 
th - A.$1 if h* = c )Iskth if h*) tk,, 
k 
and inserting h* = E and applying E Q E, 
(hz, h) = EQ 6 C r],k(h # 6) <kj . 
k > 
On the right side we use the easily-checked identity 
(EQ.5 (y # y*)(h # 8)(X # x*1> 
= (((EQl)(X # X*))-((lQE)(Y # Y*)),h), 
and obtain 
(28) 
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From this and (25) it is clear that, for a fixed j, h$ is non-zero only for 
finitely many indices s. But this means that A is a locally finite H-module, 
i.e., (20a) holds. 
Taking h = 1 in (27) we have 
since 1 - hL$ = 1 (A,:, 1) = 6,. Hence, each tkj centralizes 1 # H* in 
H #Op H*, and by (26) the same holds for each vii, too. So tii and qli are 
in Im(o) according to Proposition 3.6. Then (E 0 l)(t,) E H”, and because 
we can apply Proposition 3S(ii) to vii, (28) implies 
h.; =I C&O&, rlsd(G3l)&,)~H”‘. (29) 
In other words, cf(A) E H”. 
We still have to show that S(cf(A))c H”. Since A is locally finite, we 
have h$ E Ho and d(h,T) = Ck /z,* @ hzj in Ho, hence 
c S(h,*,) h$ = (h$, 1) E = bti&. 
By (26) and (27) 
C (ChLh$) # h*) Vjr=q,,(h # h*). 
Inserting h - S(h$) in place of h and summing over s we obtain 
(h # h*)?,,=Cr,,((h--S(h~)) # A*). (30) 
Let h* = E. Since in general (h # s)(y # y*) = C h(,, y # (h,,, - y*) and 
(y # ~*)(h # E) = yh # y*, taking E 0 E of both sides gives 
Now tii and qij are in Im(o), and by Proposition 3.5(i) E@E is an algebra 
map on Im(o) (as a subalgebra of H #Op H*). Then the matrices 
((~03~ tg>) and ((E@G ~1~)) are mutual inverses, see (26). So we can 
solve (S(h,$), h) from above, and obtain 
SW:) = 1 (E 0 E, L, XE 0 1 )(rl,r) E H”; (31) 
recall that (E@ l)(~,~) E (E@ l)(Im(o)) c H”. Hence, S(cf(A)) E H”, which 
completes the proof. m 
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